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Abstract: University timetabling problem is broadly recognized as well as exercised on account of
its crucial significance for curriculum activities. The problem is unarguably considered as challenging
resources allocation job against tough constraints. Although, typical solving methods are proved
tremendously effective for a specific problem but might not perform satisfactory for any other
instance of that class. Current research direction in scheduling problems is inclined to raise the level
of generality by state-of-art techniques in order to address a broad range of problem instances.
Hyper-heuristic is one of such contemporary approaches that shape the research work presented here.
The research investigates a hyper-heuristic framework to scrutinize the performance of the low- level
heuristics. The main contributions are: firstly, proposing an adaptive parameter-based reactive hyper-
heuristic approach for solving disparate benchmark scheduling instances. The dynamic parameters of
heuristic selection are tuned each time on the basis of performance quality. Secondly, classified set
of low level heuristics is constructed which directly operates over the problem domain. Thirdly, a
generic designed layout that can accommodate diverse curriculum datasets also instances of other
scheduling classes. The hyper-heuristic framework is applied to a large number of benchmarking
datasets to ensure quality of research approach. All the evidences obtained from the experiments
indicate that study work steps ahead in scheduling & planning research. Also, potential and relevant
research direction is available to proceed in the future. Other advantages of the technique are to set
up an efficient deployment and maximizing utilization of the resource.
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INTRODUCTION

Scheduling the course events is an extremely crucial job for regulating the academic cycle of all the
universities. Scheduling is a well known NP hard problem; its complexity exponentially increases with respect
to size of the problem instance. Conventional computational methods or manmade solutions require plenty
of efforts and time-span due to a large number of diverse parameters which are supposed to satisfy anyhow.
Almost in all the real world cases it is impossible to obtain the perfect timetabling solution because one
satisfied constraint might become the cause of violation for another constraint. However, every solving
methodology has to compromise over a small number of violations. Solving timetabling problem therefore,
requires an extensive brainstorming, skills and working experience of the related field. Perhaps this area
acquires continue investigation and identifying the accurate methods to design more effective and efficient
automated timetabling. Outwardly, Timetable is a tabulation representation of resources including courses,
instructors and groups placed in intersected slots between time and venue as shown in Figure 1. Timetable
serves to provide well organized chain of events where resources can gather around periodically.First and
foremost, it has been illustrated by the work given here; hyper-heuristics are capable of producing competitive
results against highly complex benchmarks along with several real-world problems, without any parameters
specification. The key contributions of the research work are described in bellow.The core idea is to wipe
out all the hard constraints by applying backtracking recursive algorithm. The method does not tune any of
the soft constraints and focuses to eliminate all the hard constraint violations swinging the penalized slots
back and forth. The method is highly accurate for achieving partial task but due to computational overhead,
it has been applied over selected instances. The group of low level heuristics is extremely prominent part
of any hyper heuristic model. All low level heuristics are designed for domain specification. Low Level
heuristics are classified into several groups according to functionality. Random heuristics are used to shuffle
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the events over the layout, so vacuum can be inserted among events for convenient shuffling. Semi-Random
type of LLH picks out the violated event under predefined criteria and shifts it to an empty slot. On the
other hand, progressive LLHs ultimately make some positive changes into problem instance or retain on its
previous state. Every LLH’s scope is defined within different territory of search pace. Some LLHs are
effective on day level and some on period level. All heuristics are technically immersed into the scheduling
layout for making some constructive or random changes.

Fig. 1: University Scheduling Example.

The typical timetabling (Maciej Norberciak, 2006) includes assigning a set of activities, actions, events
(e.g. work shifts, duties, classes) to a set of resources (e.g. physicians, teachers, rooms) and time periods,
fulfilling a set of constraints of various types. Furthermore, Goltz and Matzke, (1999) defines Timetabling,
It is also a difficult constraint satisfaction optimization problem and in fact a NP-complete problem. In
addition, Cooper and Kingston illustrated the timetabling problem is known to be an NP-hard optimization
problem (Cooper and Kingston, 1996). Aftab and Li., (2010) have successfully implemented genetic algorithm
with supportive local search algorithm over real world dataset. Genetic Algorithm is realistic contender for
managing hyper-heuristics, Ross at el., (1997) emphasized“However, all this naturally suggests a possibly
worthwhile direction for timetabling research involving Genetic Algorithms. We suggest that a Genetic
Algorithm might be better employed in searching for a good algorithm rather than searching for a specific
solution to a specific problem.” Terashima-Marín, et al., (2005) successfully have applied Hyper-GA over
2D Cutting Stock problem, they introduced three phased model. The first phase carries the definition of the
problem instances; the second phase demonstrates simple heuristics and third one refers to solution produced
by hyper-heuristics all shaped in multiphase. N. Pillay (Nelishia, 2008) probably initiated of using genetic
programming regarding the evolution of hyper-heuristics for solving uncapacitated examination timetabling
problem. The solving system has been tested on 9 benchmark examination timetabling problems. Burke et
al., defined (2003)“A hyper-heuristic could be thought of as a (meta)-heuristic which operates on lower level
(meta-) heuristics. Hyper-heuristics are broadly concerned with intelligently choosing the right heuristic or
algorithm in a given situation”. A hyper-heuristic can be employed as a generic framework that monitors and
interacts a range of low level heuristics and evaluation function. For solving the instance of other scheduling
class there is only need to append few low-level heuristics and specific relevant fitness function whereas the
top level heuristic remains unchanged.

2. Problem Formulation:
Time Tabling is a combinatorial problem comprises over many variables and constraints including

Teacher, Room, Subject, Time point and Student Group, Timetable Problem = [I,T,C,S,G], where timeslot
is an intersection of time and any of other resource e.g. location or group. The university timetabling can
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be devised by defining constraints, variables, their domains and violation penalties. The solution of the
problem is to assign the appropriate venue (room) and human resources (teacher) on particular time-span (day
and timeslot) for the group of students (Curricula).Timetabling schema is divided into two major forms hard
constraints and soft constraints. All the hard constraints are supposed not to be violated under all
circumstances. Hard constraints satisfaction stands timetable on minimum applicability while increasing
satisfaction in soft constraints expands the credibility and optimality of solution.

Hard Constraints Penalty Scheme
HC1.Violation counted if two lectures of same teacher found in one period. Penalty increases with each

repeated occurrence of violation. e.g.Layout.Slot = HC. Penalty × 

Table 1: Problem classification description.
Var. Type Constraint Label Scale -1 Scale-2 Scale-3 Scale-4 Scale-5 Scale- 6
HC1 Hard Constraints Lectures HC HC HC HC HC HC
HC2 Conflicts HC HC HC HC HC HC
HC3 Room Occupancy HC HC HC HC HC HC
HC4 Availability HC HC HC HC HC HC
HC5 Room Suitability NA NA 3 HC NA NA
SC1 Soft Constraints Room Capacity 1 1 1 1 1 NA
SC2 Min Working Days 5 5 NA 1 5 5
SC3 Isolated Lectures 1 2 NA NA 1 2
SC4 Windows NA NA 4 1 2 1
SC5 Room Stability NA 1 NA NA NA 2
SC6 Student Min Max Load NA NA 2 1 2 1
SC7 Travel Distance NA NA NA NA 2 NA
SC8 Double Lectures NA NA NA 1 NA NA
SC9 Teaching Max Load NA NA NA NA NA 5

Course/Teacher Conflict Matrix illustrates where T1, T2…Tn and C1, C2…Cn are the strings in layout
which may contain information about Course taught by Teacher. On each intersected point in matrix '1' is
representing conflict, while zero is valid combination for two strings. For example S1 conflicts with S2, same
in between S3 and S4. Ultimately these two strings cannot be adjusted within same span of time. Graph is
an alternative way of presenting the same relation where loop edge is unary constraint; it may represent
replication of simultaneous held class group. As for as HC3, its occurrence chances are completely vanished
by efficiently designed layout because a slot entertains only one fixture at a time.

HC2. Conflicted pair of events is assigned by equal penalty but every time penalty multiplies with
repeated occurrence of the violation. E.g.Layout.Slot = HC. Penalty × 

Conflict matrix reveals the clash among resources and helps to collect valid combinations of events. On
True prompt the two events cannot be put together, on the other hand, ‘False’ or zero output is showing the
validity for the placement

HC3. Two events allocated in one room would be counted single penalty, additional fixtures are used
to multiply the cost.

HC4. Each event settled in ‘unavailable’ declared period is one hard violation.
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Figure 2 specifically portrays only hard constraints, two placements for curriculum (Cur1) in the same
time session can be observed under HC1 tag. Similar type of violation, duplication of resource person is
pointed with HC2. The HC3 occurs because of not enough seating arrangement in room 6, whereas HC4 is
due to unavailability recorded of teacher T06. In Session four, multiple events assignments in the same room
at the same time cause HC5 to take place.

Fig. 2: Hard Constraints Demonstration.

Soft Constraints Penalty Scheme:
In entire problem instances classification, almost all the hard constraints are common however the

complexity scale rises in number and presence of soft constraints. 

Problem Scale 1:
This scale comprises over three soft constraints; its cost criterion is described as follows. 

SC1 (Room Capacity): Each student above the room capacity (No. of seats) is counted as single penalty
SC2 (Min Working Days): Each course is required to spread up in range of days. Each day less than limit
counts one violation.

SC3 (Isolated Lectures): adjacent events are appreciated, window between events counts as one soft
violation and increase with number identical occurrence within the same curriculum.

Fig. 3: Soft Constraints from Scale 1.

Figure 3 briefly depicts the two soft constraints from scale 1 of complexity. Event in Room 7 of session
3 is only single assignment of that curriculum. 

Problem Scale 2:
In this level, one new constraint is added in scale 1. SC5 (Room Stability): Number of distinct class

rooms for sequence of day events multiply penalty cost given by applied scale. e.g.

Fig. 4: Distinct Soft Constraint of Scale 2.
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Figure 4 illustrates the distinguished feature of penalty scale, rest of constraints are inherited by preceding
penalty scale. 

Problem Scale 3:
In this scale three new soft constraints are added, which are illustrated as following.
SC4 (Windows). Undesired empty periods between two events counted as many violations. 
SC6 (Student MinMax Courses Load). Each event more than upper bond of daily quota or less than lower

bound counts as one violation. Number of violation increases with amount of violation.
Figure 5 exhibits the new constraints of scale 3, rest of constraints are shared from previous scales. Cell

strings (Room-1, Session-1 and Session-2) demonstrate two events of same group in session one and three
respectively. The events are separated by session two between them; the gap is really undesirable and counts
one soft violation. Cell (Room-2, Session-2) represents the isolated event assignment for curriculum; it can
cause to bother the students group. On the other hand cells strings (Room-2,1,3,1 and Sessions-1,2,3,4
respectively) shows the surplus number of events placed respectively in single day for specific curriculum,
each event more than upper bound is counted as violation.

Fig. 5: Distinct Soft Constraints from Scale 3.

Problem Scale 4:
Scale 4 shares previous all scales and introduced double lecture constraint. 
SC8 (Double Lecture): Couple of events is some time required in particular curriculum or teacher demand,

failure counts a violation.

Problem Scale 5:
The scale introduces venue placement in various buildings. 
Travel Distance: Number of violations mounts when events assignments of same group are distributed

in different buildings. 

Fig. 6: Distinct Sot Scale from Scale 4.
Figure 6 portrays the pair events (doubled Lecture) constraint, (Room-1and 2, Sessions-3) events show

the required placement for Curriculum 1, on the other hand, (Room-7, Sessions-1, 4) Cells are discontented
couple of events are assigned

Shows scheduling shared in two building, all the events from one curriculum are advised to be placed
in same building, and each event is scheduled in different venue counts the violation. Figure 7 exemplify
the constraint.
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Fig. 7: Soft Constraint from Scale 6.

Problem Scale 6:
Shares some selected constraints from pervious scales and introduced the Teaching Load constraints.
TeachingLoad: Each teaching assignment exceeds upper bond counts same number of violation.

Fig. 8: Distinguished Soft Constraints.

Figure 8 shows the three teaching events in row whereas upper limit is declared to deliver two daily
lectures per day by teacher so Figure 8 represents one soft violation.

3. Low Level Heuristics
The set of low level heuristics is very essential element of hyper heuristic model. All low level heuristics

are domain specified, each heuristic converges the problem instance for making some constructive changes.

Table 2: Set of Low Level Heuristics.
No. ID Algorithm Name Scope Function Interaction Lines of Code 
1 LLH1 Shift_MaxPenalizedDayToTail() Day Shift Semi –R 89
2 LLH2 Shift_MaxSituratedDayToTail() Day Shift Semi –R 77
3 LLH3 Shift_LessSituratedDay() Day Shift Semi –R 90
4 LLH4 Shift_DayConstToLessSituDay() Day Shift Semi –R 60
5 LLH5 Shift_WithDayConstImprovment() Period Shift Progressive 86
6 LLH6 Swap_InDays() Period Swap Semi –R 79
7 LLH7 Shift_RandDayImprovment() Day Shift Progressive 98
8 LLH8 Swap_InColumn() Period Swap Progressive 87
9 LLH9 Shift_NeighboringPeroid() Period Shift Random 62
10 LLH10 Swap_InRows() Period Swap Progressive 67

Table 2 shows the different properties of Low Level Heuristics employed in this study. Low level
heuristics perform either Shift or Swap operation upon violated events. Shift operation requires vacant place
on target side whereas swap operation is exchange of two events especially in saturated problem instances.
LLHs are designed to reduce the total penalty cost effectively. Random heuristics are used to shuffle the
events throughout layout so the gaps can be inserted among events for convenient shuffling. Semi–Random
type of LLH operators pick out the violated event under some criteria and shift to range of places randomly.
On the other hand progressive LLHs necessarily make some positive changes into problem instance or retain
it on previous state. Scope of LLHs tells the working range of subspace, some LLHs are effective on day
level and some on period level. Figure 9 reveals the extent of low level heuristics over problem instances,
these LLHs are directly interact with problem domain and these all LLHs are managed by top level
strategy.Table 3 represents the adopted parameters for Genetic Algorithm. Even though, a range of parameters
have been examined with respect to complexity of each problem instance. 
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Fig. 9: Interaction of Low Level Heuristics.

Table 3: Hyper-GA Parameters.
Parameter Value
Genome size 10 ~ 100
Total Generations 500 ~ 5000
Crossover Rate 0.06 ~ 0.09
Mutation Rate 0.01~ 0.09
Selection Method Rank /Tournament Selector 
Crossover Method Single Point/Double Point Crossover

4 .1 Selection Mechanism of Local Heuristic:
In this research work evolving technique is used for choosing local heuristics. The idea is depicted as

a utility rank/penalty weight assigned to each local heuristic. If a selected heuristic shows improved
performance, penalty rank is increases by a given rate (which is based on calculated parameters). Otherwise,
it is decreased by other measures. The utility values are allowed to change within an interval of (min, max).
At each iteration a set of local heuristic used to select decisively based on the Rank/Weight values.
Algorithm: Evaluate (Problem Instance):
1. Def Hyper-GA Procedure
2. Generate Feasible Solution S; 
3. set Sp := S
4. While TRUE 

Low Level Heuristic Selection
Apply Low Level Heuristic on Solution
fitness(Sp)  of each  Low Level Heuristic
Generate provisional solution Snew

IF  Snew can be accepted Than set S: = Snew

Else f (Snew) <f (SP) Than set S:=Sp

5. Until a stopping criteria is met 
6. return Solution (S)

4. Results:
The empirical outcome verifies the accurate research direction indeed. The computational approach is

investigated on benchmark datasets, comparative results revealed the broad potential and capacity of adapted
methodology.Tables illustrate the ten benchmark instances which are classified over six distinct complexity
scales. Problem instances vary from each other on behalf of many distinguished parameters including problem
density, saturation and complexity level etc as discussed in pervious chapters. 

Scale1 contains four hard constraints (HC1, HC2, HC3 and HC4) and three soft in series (SC1, SC2 and
SC3) constraints. Evaluating function carries fully equipped code for diagnosing and extracting out the
violations against hard and soft constraints. HC4 is observed nullified from begging and maintain same status
throughout computation. It is due to layout placement of events and sometimes they cannot make their
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availability due to other engagements. The techniques have been discussed in pervious chapters. HC2 has
wider chance of occurrence because huge number of courses is shared by multiple curriculums at same time.
HC4 violation occurs in dataset if shared or part-time visiting faculty is hired; in some cases other
curriculum/official assignments are also cause to raise the availabilityconstraint. In Scale-1 all such hard
constraints are offered to test the basic skills of evaluation function. It is obligatory for all the scales to
remove hard constraints. Even a single hard constraint violation of any kind stands solution unfeasible. The
entire results in all tables carries zero hard violations in each scale of problem instances.

Fig. 10: Hyper-GA Framework.

Figure 10 is illustrating the interaction of low level heuristics with problem domain.

Fig. 11: Comp01 Scale(1...6) Scales.
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Fig. 12: Comp02 Scale(1...6) Scales.

Fig. 13: Comp03 Scale(1...6) Scales.

Fig. 14: Comp04 Scale(1...6) Scales.

Fig. 15: Comp05 Scale(1...6) Scales.

In scale-1 the first soft constrain (SC1) deals with Room Capacity. It is discussed in pervious chapters
that each additional student more than available seats in class room increases violation by counter. so the
somehow this constrain shoot up the penalty scale on each violation. The constraint belongs to manage events
in minimum allocation resources. SC2 and SC3 are nearly eliminated as much as possible. In comp01 the total
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penalty reaches couple of hundred while in comp02 it increased almost doubled for scale-1 due to difference
in number of events, saturation and other factors. In all the Comp0n instances Scale-1 left meager amount
of violations unsolved. Scale-2 operates with higher complexity than Scale-1 and additional soft constraint
named Room Stability (HC4) which is very likely to violate in most of the LLHs moves and usually left
behind a little number of unsolved penalties as shown in tables. Although Scale-3 have smaller size than
Scale-2 with respect to events but its complexity is much higher. It can be observed all the tables that scale-3
couldn’t be completely eliminated in all problem instances. Scale-4 in results represents special constraint of
venue change or Travel distance (SC7) and Room Suitability (HC5) along with some common constraints.
Scale-5 demonstrates specifically the Double Lectures (SC8) constraints; the facility sometimes is desired by
visiting faculty. The Low Level heuristics based on day as well as period may work together for settle
downing violations; despite that very little amount of violations remain unsolved at bottom. Scale-6 in all
tables is representing teacher related constraint named Teaching Load (SC9). The constraint provides ease to
teachers for conducting the lectures and setting up the teaching stuff. The constraint has been prominently
solved throughout the problem instances. Figures (11-15) are portraying the level of successes with respect
to number/ratio of soft constraints satisfaction. The graphs are showing distinction of solved and unsolved
constraints by vertical bars.

The results shown in Table 10 came out from the ten experiments (S1...S5). The finest values are given
bellow the column tagged Best from the ten experiments for each scale, while the column named Worst
shows the is the bad results of entire sequence. Standard deviation shows measures among results. The best
outcome across all experiments for each dataset/Scale is emphasized. The column in mid is an Average cost
of all results, In general, the average quality across all datasets does not show lots of difference than rest
of results in sequence.

Table 10: Ten Trials of Benchmarks (1-5).
Inst. Scales Init. Sol. S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 Best Worst Avg. Std. Dev.
Comp01 Scale1 172 12 11 9 4 8 7 5 6 9 9 4 12 8 2.539

Scale2 287 9 8 12 8 8 9 7 11 8 8 7 12 8.8 1.549
Scale3 207 11 8 9 7 12 10 14 15 9 13 7 15 10.8 2.658
Scale4 240 9 11 13 9 11 9 13 17 7 14 7 17 11.3 2.983
Scale5 231 16 15 14 16 14 17 21 16 15 14 14 21 15.8 2.098
Scale6 295 12 15 14 21 11 13 18 21 12 14 11 21 15.1 3.665

Comp02 Scale1 426 12 13 15 11 17 12 11 13 13 24 11 24 14.1 3.929
Scale2 939 29 24 25 27 34 24 24 23 25 29 23 34 26.4 3.406
Scale3 437 23 31 26 31 21 25 27 25 22 25 21 31 25.6 3.373
Scale4 489 38 39 32 36 36 40 37 39 34 41 32 41 37.2 2.781
Scale5 530 161 168 163 165 156 158 167 163 164 153 153 168 161.8 4.826
Scale6 956 25 15 19 17 19 21 14 22 17 20 14 25 18.9 3.315

Comp03 Scale1 814 46 44 40 41 37 45 44 40 41 41 37 46 41.9 2.767
Scale2 1237 60 55 59 64 65 65 57 63 57 60 55 65 60.5 3.598
Scale3 805 35 26 28 35 32 26 32 25 29 28 25 35 29.6 3.688
Scale4 852 331 332 328 327 337 331 333 334 333 333 327 337 331.9 2.885
Scale5 936 167 169 176 171 176 172 173 169 174 173 167 176 172 3.018
Scale6 809 10 12 5 7 11 13 3 5 5 10 3 13 8.1 3.51

Comp04 Scale1 373 28 30 30 21 28 25 26 24 31 24 21 31 26.7 3.234
Scale2 686 45 48 47 42 49 43 44 40 39 41 39 49 43.8 3.425
Scale3 378 13 4 5 14 7 5 6 7 13 5 4 14 7.9 3.872
Scale4 421 24 25 16 21 25 23 15 25 20 25 15 25 21.9 3.814
Scale5 596 96 99 99 99 91 89 91 95 94 94 89 99 94.7 3.622
Scale6 783 18 25 26 21 23 16 21 16 14 20 14 26 20 4

Comp05 Scale1 828 227 239 226 229 234 228 227 231 240 227 226 240 230.8 5.16
Scale2 1092 299 291 294 299 303 289 290 300 303 293 289 303 296.1 5.322
Scale3 979 297 294 297 302 302 296 297 298 293 295 293 302 297.1 2.998
Scale4 1540 258 269 270 270 263 267 263 257 259 261 257 270 263.7 5.012
Scale5 1758 586 575 586 582 580 579 584 582 586 583 575 586 582.3 3.561
Scale6 1618 106 112 107 108 105 120 114 118 116 120 105 120 112.6 5.835

Conclusions:
The research work is proposed to investigate the hyper-heuristic approach that proved to be exceptionally

competent of providing superior solutions in an academic course and examination timetabling problems. The
proposed mechanism in fact, evolves the solver rather than solutions itself on a higher level of abstraction.
There were multiple goals of the research work presented in this research work. Initial objective was to
design a layout accommodating all sorts of problem instances. Secondly, building up a Genetic hyper-heuristic
framework that can solve benchmark curriculum timetabling problem without violating any hard constraint
and minimize soft constraints as much possible. Thirdly, to exhibit how a hyper-GA can smartly manage the
pool of specified and domain oriented low-level heuristics. Fourthly, to present a solution for benchmark
timetabling dataset classified over diverse scales of complexity and introduced new scales. Effective fitness
function demonstrates the validity of overall the instances and their categorized scales. Finally, to demonstrate
the hyper-heuristic framework flexibility adapting of other classes instances for example, examination
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timetabling datasets which contains diverse characteristics. The research work is carried out to accomplish
the above mentioned objectives in the following summaries.In future the Tabu search is planned to implement
for suspending and discarding the low level heuristics from running genome. In addition an infection operator
will be engaged with crossover operator to improve learning capacity of overall methodology.
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